The Holiday Season

As 1977 comes to an end, we take this time to thank you, our patrons, friends, and staff, for a wonderful year.

We wish you a very merry Christmas; may we all bond our friendship further in the year to come,

1978

See inside for our SPECIAL HOLIDAY MENU and hours!

THE GALLEON
718 14TH STREET
(At Church & Market)
SAN FRANCISCO
For Reservations, Please Telephone 415-431-0253
It's the RUSH hour!

Dealer inquiries invited. Toll free dealer phone - (415) 621-4900

MONEY ORDERS RECEIVE SAME DAY SERVICE -----------------------------------------

2 for $10.00

BOTTLES @ $6.00

AND LIQUID INCE. ABE TRADEMARKS OF PACIFIC WESTERN DISTRIBUTING CORP

SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94119

PAC WEST MAIL ORDER

VOLUME XIII

NUMBER 1
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Contains .40 fluid ounces Look for the larger bottle. Available at better retail stores, coast to coast.

Dealer inquiries invited. Toll free dealer phone - (800) 227-4518

In California call collect - (415) 621-4900

Kalendar Publications Incorporated

Box 627 San Francisco, Ca. 94101

E-2

Next Issue: Fri. 6TH

Deadline Mon. 2ND

Welcomes The New Year

Volume 5

Season's Greetings

For reading "MECCA"

Have a wonderful

Holiday Season

MARK CALHOUN

HOLDING ONLY TO GOD AND THE UNEMPLOYED FOR REWARD THE FOLLOWING: HERE LIES THE BODY OF AN EMPRESS A BELIEVED TO BE IN HER THIRTY-EIGHTH YEAR, A REAL QUEEN WHO CONQUERED EVERYTHING AROUND HER WITH UNHOLY WIT, A GREAT ROYALNESS, A QUEEN WHO LAUGHED AT GOD AND GODS AND GODDESS AND GOD MAN.

ALL HER LEAVES ARE NOW WITH THE UNHOLY, A QUEEN WHO MADE GOD A MESS. HER HONOR IS HER ENEMY.

SAY THANK YOU.

THANK YOU.

THANK YOU.
A CHRISTMAS CAROL

BY DAN TURNER & JORDAN LEAL

Everyone who sees the Christmas Carol this evening at the Vaudeville Theatre, will enjoy the show. The actors bring the characters to life with their voices and movements. The show is a classic that will be enjoyed by all ages. Tickets are available at the box office and online.

JOHNNIE RAY

Sydney Walker

Old Pasterly... was an extraordinary and talented actor. His performances were always memorable and he will be missed by all who knew him. He will be remembered for his contributions to the theatre and his talent as an actor.

DICK SHAWN

The official view of this publication is expressed in the following manner: Tony, 2017 KALENDAR PAGE 4

SAUNA

STEAM ROOM

WHIRLPOOL BATH

GYM

SUN DECK

SNACK BAR

WIDE SCREEN T.V. LOUNGE

MOVIE THEATRE

LICENSED MASSEUR

FREE PARKING

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROOMS

CLUB BATH CHAIN COMES TO SAN FRANCISCO SPORTING THE MOST COMPLETE FACILITIES IN TOWN.

CLUB SAN FRANCISCO (415) 392-3582

330 RITCH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94107

NATIONAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

CHERRY PICKER GAS STATION

BELLEVUE AUTO SALON

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

CITY TRIM BARBERSHOP

OLYMPUS MAN IN THE黃

FREE PARKING AVAILABLE
Dear Readers:

Merry Christmas, everyone and I hope you all have a wonderful New Year. Remember, although limited to physical gatherings, due to the ongoing pandemic, the spirit of celebration and joy has not diminished. The local holiday festivities, much like the global pandemic, continue to adapt and evolve, and there will be various ways to celebrate and support the community.

In San Francisco, the Christmas Eve Dinner at the Unity Center continues to be a beloved tradition. Organisations and individuals who have helped to make this year's People's Fund Christmas possible have been acknowledged and thanked for their efforts. The unity of the community is evident in such events, and it is heartening to see how the spirit of giving and receiving persists even in challenging times.

The use of Poinsettias in the Christmas decorations this year was a notable choice, adding a touch of warmth and cheer to the celebration. The decorations, combined with the wonderful creations of the city's talented backstage crew, contribute to the festive atmosphere.

Events like the Headdress Show are a testament to the creativity and resourcefulness of the community. The sets, costumes, and orchestra are elaborate and popular, providing entertainment and a trip to another world.

As we move towards the New Year, I encourage you to continue to support local businesses and organisations. The holiday season can be a time of giving, and we should remember to thank those who help make these events possible. My best wishes for a happy and healthy 2022.
Memories are made...

New Year's Eve 1977

FULL MOON
1550 California St.

Advance Reservations $20

At the Door $25

The evening will include...

Open Bar 9PM to 2AM
Disco Marathon 9PM to 6AM
Champagne at Midnight
Complimentary Breakfast at 3AM
In and out privileges
Hats and Noisemakers

Afterhours Admission $2

Does not include breakfast 3AM

Formerly the Andromeda
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He sprang to the door (who was really a dear).

And what to my wondering eyes

He said not a word but used gently to work

To fill all the stockings with presents nice.

He put a Joint and a lavender rose.

His work he finished in the twinkling

Of an eye.

I knew our pusher was a real kind of

Gentleman.

His eyes so glistening, his smile so merry

Into each stocking and panty hose

He filled all the stockings

But went gaily to work

To get ready for his trip

The young men were hung.

And all wine there

If they weren't hung, God knows

We thought someone was busy rolling

He said not a word

He Jumped in his car but leaned out

We knew the boys.

Then I heard his exclaim as he swished

The fairies.

I knew our pusher was a real kind of

Gentleman.

His eyes so glistening, his smile so merry
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He filled all the stockings
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And all wine there

If they weren't hung, God knows

We thought someone was busy rolling

He said not a word

He Jumped in his car but leaned out

We knew the boys.

Then I heard his exclaim as he swished

He was gone out the door before I

Tore down his whiskers, sharpened his razor

To get down to the clinic by the dawn's

Dawning light.

To watch the boys, and, as we used to say,

"Here's something I want you to remember.
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PARK BOWL UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Everett's
Bradley's Corner

VERSATILE FIVE 20 19
THE VILLAGE 21 18

AMBUSHER 16 23
LEATHER FOREVER 17 22
SILVER SAGE 14 25
OH CAN HARRY'S II 7 32

Try our freshly squeezed orange carrot juice or special Hi-Energy blender drinks

CASTRO & MARKET 5991 17th St 854-9795 & French Fries all day'

GRYPHAN ANDY'S
SOU & SAND. LUNCH SPECIALS
$ 1.00 - $ 5.00 2 1/4 inch with salty pm back M S  - 1 .0 0 0

THE GALLAINE

THE Ball Busters.

30-tw o team s play in this M onday- night league. The

Two new leagues were formed this season at Parks B owl, one for the

tennis. There are four tournaments: one for men and one for

The third annual Community League is in its ninth year

Thirty-two team s play in this M onday-

Don was responsible for the Wednes-

Two new leagues were formed this

by Isabelle Holland

in 1 9 7 5 ... and yet, the story is more

in an oppressive home

situation surrounded by fem ales, two of

whom are antagonistic to his dreams _.

find Charles in an oppressive home

audience. Even so, it is really worth

in 1975... Charles

in what could be

Charles to Charlie's

by Mark Brown

on the mark

by Mark Brown

GUILD (S) will be under new management.

The Wednesday night Tavern Guild

oldest gay bowling League (the Tavern

Strain and Bill Strain are planning on

The Weekned night Tavern Guild

the Tavern Guild

in its ninth year

Did you know there are three other gay bowling leagues in our city? The

Com m unity League is in its ninth year

functions 5a our city ca ll S64-8445,

entry a team  in the com m unity Soft-

the com m unity sporting functions 5a our city ca ll S64-8445,

"THE BALL BUSTERS."
Having survived Thanksgiving at Grandma's, and after only two weeks of daily visits to your mother, you are limply facing the most deadly of all holidays, Christmas. 'Tis the season daring which people who have openly snubbed your Christmast cards from relatives you arrived at work on time for the past eleven months suddenly not only remember but mention your name and address and "how won't you have made out your Christmas list yet?" Being the diligent soul that you are, you have bought the cards, nor addressed them, soothed fruitcake (the smell of which was buy the cards, nor addressed them, soothed fruitcake (the smell of which hate him too.

With head held high, you charge into the thing for the kitchen. This year, it is not merely the overwhelming feeling of being the female professor who is undoubtedly plum into the biting wind and head before the tree, Santa Claus, visiting relative 's sleeping with six other strange cousins, marvelous fooily smells pouring forth from the cabinet. Perhaps a nice fishing pole? (because you've had a brandy snifter house), almost eager to face the festivities of the evening, you charge into the fully stocked jewelry counter, you are ignored for thin, effeminate and suffering from a perma.

"I can't help but wonder what women..." finally, he suggests his boncy wrist, he shows you a tray of jewelry, which you will be paying for it long after they are gone, and a necklace that you too for your secretary, in which you will be paying for it long after they are gone, and a necklace that you will have been living with a man twenty months suddenly not only remember but mention your name and address and "how won't you have made out your Christmas list yet?" Being the diligent soul that you are, you have bought the cards, nor addressed them, soothed fruitcake (the smell of which hate him too.

At 2:00 a.m. on Saturday, a week before Christmas, Santa Claus, visiting relatives, sleeping with six other strange cousins, marvelous fooily smells pouring forth from the cabinet. Perhaps a nice fishing pole? (because you've had a brandy snifter house), almost eager to face the festivities of the evening, you charge into the fully stocked jewelry counter, you are ignored for thin, effeminate and suffering from a perma.

"I can't help but wonder what women..." finally, he suggests his boncy wrist, he shows you a tray of jewelry, which you will be paying for it long after they are gone, and a necklace that you will have been living with a man twenty months suddenly not only remember but mention your name and address and "how won't you have made out your Christmas list yet?" Being the diligent soul that you are, you have bought the cards, nor addressed them, soothed fruitcake (the smell of which hate him too.

With head held high, you charge into the thing for the kitchen. This year, it is not merely the overwhelming feeling of being the female professor who is undoubtedly plum into the biting wind and head before the tree, Santa Claus, visiting relative 's sleeping with six other strange cousins, marvelous fooily smells pouring forth from the cabinet. Perhaps a nice fishing pole? (because you've had a brandy snifter house), almost eager to face the festivities of the evening, you charge into the fully stocked jewelry counter, you are ignored for thin, effeminate and suffering from a perma.

"I can't help but wonder what women..." finally, he suggests his boncy wrist, he shows you a tray of jewelry, which you will be paying for it long after they are gone, and a necklace that you will have been living with a man twenty months suddenly not only remember but mention your name and address and "how won't you have made out your Christmas list yet?" Being the diligent soul that you are, you have bought the cards, nor addressed them, soothed fruitcake (the smell of which hate him too.

With head held high, you charge into the thing for the kitchen. This year, it is not merely the overwhelming feeling of being the female professor who is undoubtedly plum into the biting wind and head before the tree, Santa Claus, visiting relative 's sleeping with six other strange cousins, marvelous fooily smells pouring forth from the cabinet. Perhaps a nice fishing pole? (because you've had a brandy snifter house), almost eager to face the festivities of the evening, you charge into the fully stocked jewelry counter, you are ignored for thin, effeminate and suffering from a perma.

"I can't help but wonder what women..." finally, he suggests his boncy wrist, he shows you a tray of jewelry, which you will be paying for it long after they are gone, and a necklace that you will have been living with a man twenty months suddenly not only remember but mention your name and address and "how won't you have made out your Christmas list yet?" Being the diligent soul that you are, you have bought the cards, nor addressed them, soothed fruitcake (the smell of which hate him too.

With head held high, you charge into the thing for the kitchen. This year, it is not merely the overwhelming feeling of being the female professor who is undoubtedly plum into the biting wind and head before the tree, Santa Claus, visiting relative 's sleeping with six other strange cousins, marvelous fooily smells pouring forth from the cabinet. Perhaps a nice fishing pole? (because you've had a brandy snifter house), almost eager to face the festivities of the evening, you charge into the fully stocked jewelry counter, you are ignored for thin, effeminate and suffering from a perma.

"I can't help but wonder what women..." finally, he suggests his boncy wrist, he shows you a tray of jewelry, which you will be paying for it long after they are gone, and a necklace that you will have been living with a man twenty months suddenly not only remember but mention your name and address and "how won't you have made out your Christmas list yet?" Being the diligent soul that you are, you have bought the cards, nor addressed them, soothed fruitcake (the smell of which hate him too.

With head held high, you charge into the thing for the kitchen. This year, it is not merely the overwhelming feeling of being the female professor who is undoubtedly plum into the biting wind and head before the tree, Santa Claus, visiting relative 's sleeping with six other strange cousins, marvelous fooily smells pouring forth from the cabinet. Perhaps a nice fishing pole? (because you've had a brandy snifter house), almost eager to face the festivities of the evening, you charge into the fully stocked jewelry counter, you are ignored for thin, effeminate and suffering from a perma.

"I can't help but wonder what women..." finally, he suggests his boncy wrist, he shows you a tray of jewelry, which you will be paying for it long after they are gone, and a necklace that you will have been living with a man twenty months suddenly not only remember but mention your name and address and "how won't you have made out your Christmas list yet?" Being the diligent soul that you are, you have bought the cards, nor addressed them, soothed fruitcake (the smell of which hate him too.
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"I can't help but wonder what women..." finally, he suggests his boncy wrist, he shows you a tray of jewelry, which you will be paying for it long after they are gone, and a necklace that you will have been living with a man twenty months suddenly not only remember but mention your name and address and "how won't you have made out your Christmas list yet?" Being the diligent soul that you are, you have bought the cards, nor addressed them, soothed fruitcake (the smell of which hate him too.

With head held high, you charge into the thing for the kitchen. This year, it is not merely the overwhelming feeling of being the female professor who is undoubtedly plum into the biting wind and head before the tree, Santa Claus, visiting relative 's sleeping with six other strange cousins, marvelous fooily smells pouring forth from the cabinet. Perhaps a nice fishing pole? (because you've had a brandy snifter house), almost eager to face the festivities of the evening, you charge into the fully stocked jewelry counter, you are ignored for thin, effeminate and suffering from a perma.
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Pride's Saturday Nite Disco Dance

330 Grove Street
San Francisco CA 94102
(415) 863 9000
Dancing 9-2
Soft Drinks Only
18 '21 & Over

Every Sat. Nite
In December
Donation $1.00

Marlene Fontenay
sings Wed. thru Sat. night
from 8pm

restaurant
and bar
4230 16th St.
reservations 621-5570
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my apologies to everyone for saying that your town was backwards, but not of the events in the past. there are still other events that are happening. i've been told that the grand opening party of the brig was exci

were unexciting and that is where i was. but most of the events in los angeles were exciting and fun. of course the leather party, which should have been held in open space at feb's, was
during the last two weeks of november, friday the 23rd, the san francisco watering hole held their christmas meeting and packed. and a lot of us know that the bar changed its name the next day to become the watering hole, as suggested by dc.

the first week of december they had their christmas party at the soho, which was packed. the next two weeks have been eventful. the cheaters, the recon's have planned another new years party, which most certainly will be packed as usual. everyone in attendance. tonight, everyone there wished they could see bill bolger and richard's reaction when kyle bing

and now you must eat it. i'm sorry for being so harsh. the cheese is all right, i hope that you have a better year for yourself. we could have won, but you chose to lose. and i'm sorry for not being there when you

by frank benoit

22nd & valencia

minichello's

coffee don's

enjoy our fine dining facilities

charcoal broiled

steaks & hamburgers

ample parking 50 feet away at bartlet square

also coffee don's pizza home delivery

since 1964

pasta made with the freshest ingredients

featuring at our piano bar

johnny earl

with denis moreen

saxophone player

627 valencia st. san francisco, ca 94117

san francisco valley, 708-2551

serving dinner nightly 6-11 p.m.

824-4770

824-4770

3600 16th st. market

ph. 552-1184

happy holidays

jacks baths

1143 folsom near polk - san francisco

happy holidays

jack's baths

1143 folsome near polk - san francisco

tired of the same old tunes

it's cocktail hour

featuring:

beer, .35 cocktails (well), .50

buffet and h.i.m.,

wondering where you have been all his life

chez jacques

1336 california

at hyde

775-7774

season's greetings

from the

new management

park bowl

from the

telephone booth

605-4063

20% & season's vase bowls

(min orders please)

since 1964

coffees don's pizza home delivery

merry christmas

minichello's

coffee don's

enjoy our fine dining facilities

charcoal broiled

steaks & hamburgers

ample parking 50 feet away at bartlet square

also coffee don's pizza home delivery

since 1964

pasta made with the freshest ingredients

featuring at our piano bar

johnny earl

with denis moreen

saxophone player

627 valencia st. san francisco, ca 94117

san francisco valley, 708-2551

serving dinner nightly 6-11 p.m.

824-4770

3600 16th st. market

ph. 552-1184

happy holidays

jacks baths

1143 folsom near polk - san francisco

happy holidays

jack's baths

1143 folsome near polk - san francisco

tired of the same old tunes

it's cocktail hour

featuring:

beer, .35 cocktails (well), .50

buffet and h.i.m.,

wondering where you have been all his life

chez jacques

1336 california

at hyde

775-7774

season's greetings

from the

new management

park bowl

from the

telephone booth

605-4063

20% & season's vase bowls

(min orders please)

since 1964

happy holidays

mr. b's ballroom

224-6th street

merry christmas

minichello's

coffee don's

enjoy our fine dining facilities

charcoal broiled

steaks & hamburgers

ample parking 50 feet away at bartlet square

also coffee don's pizza home delivery

since 1964

pasta made with the freshest ingredients

featuring at our piano bar

johnny earl

with denis moreen

saxophone player

627 valencia st. san francisco, ca 94117

san francisco valley, 708-2551

serving dinner nightly 6-11 p.m.

824-4770

3600 16th st. market

ph. 552-1184

happy holidays

jacks baths

1143 folsom near polk - san francisco

happy holidays

jack's baths

1143 folsome near polk - san francisco

tired of the same old tunes

it's cocktail hour

featuring:

beer, .35 cocktails (well), .50

buffet and h.i.m.,

wondering where you have been all his life

chez jacques

1336 california

at hyde

775-7774

season's greetings

from the

new management

park bowl

from the

telephone booth

605-4063

20% & season's vase bowls

(min orders please)

since 1964
OUR HOLIDAY SCHEDULING

CHRISTMAS EVE 12-24
Roast Goose Paesana 8.95
Bar opens 6 AM

CHRISTMAS DAY 12-25
Brunch 10 AM - 6 PM
Quiche Lorraine
Crepes
Special Omelettes
Bar open 6 AM

MONDAY 12-26
Brunch 10 AM - 4 PM
Dinner 6 PM - 11 PM

NEW YEAR'S EVE 12-31 FULL COURSE DINNER
One Inclusive Price
9.95
From 6 PM
with
Soup / Special Salad / Entree / Dessert
• Rack of Lamb
• Salmon au Camembert
• Steak Diane
or • Phasant Normanda
For Dessert: Baked Alaska

SUNDAY, NEW YEAR'S DAY 1-1-1978
Gala Brunch 10 AM - 6 PM
including
Black Eyed Peas - Corn Bread and Cabbage
Special Omelettes
Bar open 6 AM

MONDAY, JANUARY 2nd
Brunch 10 AM - 4 PM
Dinner 6 PM - 11 PM
Won by Takizig. Your list of answers to Jones' "Sutxo Baths the other night."

25.

23.

22.

21.

Nob Hill Cinema has something delightful time because I lost track of show is also totally new and one of the

you, the audiences will be coming

THAT SLY FOX, Cuff Newman of the

I love that place. It is not only relaxing,

and their food is quite tasty.

...the aisle, the smell of candles, the

vision set that no one was watching;

P.S. (Hank Phillips, why are you

the first qualifier for the '73 Invitation-

...and both fill a need in

emotionally... and both fill a need in

relationship with his teacher of that

Charles' loneliness, his aims and still

story rises above the mundane."

and desires. The... in his mother, and the other is his other hand; a ready touch for the

throw open the doors and let the

that Dizzy Austin Lord we retired to a

Alexandre Duma (fil)

Three

Oscar Goldman

Connie Stevens

The Blob

Eleanor of Aquitaine

Mountain

They all have played John Wayne

original TARZAN?

fiod the FOUR HORSEMEN?

Stoped by the OUTER LIMITS Saturday,

blossom, the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.

...the smile of... the flowers bloom again in the

...and move with no effort at all.
BUNGHOU$E HOTEL
38 Westbury St.
San Francisco
861-4999
Rooms $95, Men
Day-Week-Month
FOR RENT One Sdrm. Vlct. Plat on
St., has studio and 1-bedroom
apartm ents $125 and $150. R e­
move Ref. 413-665-5348 Steve
Munday. 170 BM 4415 1054.

Merry Christmas

We center

ALL SIZES!

Merry Christmas

Classified Ads

Klass ads
Sunday
Afternoons
4·PM

1748 Haight St.  Ph. 668-6006